
The detachable 
wheelchair wheel 
for obstacle-free 
transfer

Barrier-free living

Barrier-free living

Further questions?  
Find out more at www.trivida-info.com 
or call us: Tel. +49 7633 9204 850 
 
Looking for your local store with trivida wheels?
We have dealers in most States. Contact us today  
and we can help you find your local dealer with  
trivida wheels.   
 
Sales & Service Europe
+49 (0) 7633 920 48 50
welcome@trivida-info.com
www.trivida-info.com

Registered office: 
P + L Innovations GmbH
Am Krozinger Weg 11 
79189 Bad Krozingen

How does it work?
• Position your wheelchair
• Put on the breaks
• The top segment can now be removed
• Transfer safely and easily 

trivida® Advantages
•  Safer transfer and reduced risk of falling out  

of the wheelchair during the transfer
• Safe use of sliding board
• User-friendly ergonomic handles
• Wheelchair stays safely positioned during transfer
• Less lifting, less strain on family, carers and nurses
• Patented medical product

• Easy Handling
• Safer Transfer
• Greater Mobility
• Made in Germany

JustJust  slideslide  oovver!er!



Greater independence  
and dignity.
Barrier-free transfer for  
greater independence and mobility  
in your day-to-day life.  

trivida® 

Simply more 
of life.

„Previously I had to lift my 
wife from the wheelchair 
for every transfer. With the 
trivida® wheel she hardly 
needs any assistance when 
changing seats today.  
This is a great relief for me 
and my back. “  

Gregor L., married to Erika L, 
who was left paralysed down 
one side following a stroke.

Greater independence.
Better quality of life.

trivida® is the world’s first wheel that makes possible un-
complicated, obstacle-free transfers. It facilitates mobility in 
your everyday life. Daily transfers between wheelchair and 
bed, toilet or shower stool, couch, chair, stair lift or car seat 
require less energy and are therefore easier. By removing 
the obstacle of the wheel, it has further become much safer 
to transfer across, it is as easy as sliding over.  

Less strain. 
Greater mobility.
Do you experience the transfer as an energy sapping  
procedure, which might even trigger fear and worries?  
As soon as it has become too difficult to transfer,  
your solution is the trivida wheel. Even if you only need  
a wheelchair for a short period of time, the dividable  
trivida® wheel will be a great help. 

Less strain for family and friends
With trivida®, you become less reliant on assistance. 
In fact, depending on your level of mobility, you even  
manage the transfer entirely by yourself. A great relief  
for your loved ones. The trivida® wheel can help create  
a sense of fun and relaxation more often.


